Train your drivers to recognize warning signs of an impending climate control disaster. The following conditions require the immediate attention of a qualified service professional:

- **Vibration or noise from engine compartment**
  
  Vibration or noise from engine compartment indicates a compressor or mount problem

- **Vibration or noise from evaporators**
  
  Vibration or noise from evaporator indicates a blower or motor problem

- **Oil residue**
  
  Oil around refrigeration hose connection indicates a refrigerant leak

- **Dripping Water**
  
  Condensate is not draining due to plugged or kinked drain lines

- **Poor Performance**
  
  Noticeable decrease in performance is usually attributable to freon leaks or motor failures

- **Warning Lights**
  
  Warning lights / indicators reflective of high or low pressure system shutdown

- **Poor Air Flow**
  
  Reduced airflow is indicative of clogged filters / coil or failed blower / motor

- **Unusual Odors**
  
  Caused by failing belts, hoses too close to heat source, electrical problems